The Harvester magazine for 2015 is complete and was on sale at Presentation Night. Winners of the Harvester Magazine front cover competition are shown top left with their designs: Matilda Langham, Caitlin Rossiter, Abby Wason, Jordyn Worley, Seth McCubbin (1st), Lewis Henley, Kadee Gerhard-Scali, Patrick Whiley and Ruby Henley (2nd). Top right: students receiving 10, 20 1and 30 Habit of Mind merit awards attended a special morning tea last week, and received their certificates at Monday morning’s assembly. Left: K/1 post their letters to Santa at the Post Office with Jeff and Carol!
Presentation Night was held at the Memorial Hall last Thursday evening, with Angus Williams, Ruby and Tess Henley (on guitar) and the Year 5/6 Saxophone girls (right) providing background music prior to the official start. Ruby and Kadee joined Seth McCubbin, Angus and Mrs Mason for the National Anthem at the start of the official proceedings. Highlights of the evening included the Dux awards (Ruby Henley/Matilda Langham for Primary and Bridie McCubbin for Year 12), Sportspersons for Primary (Ruby Henley, Tom Roscarel) and Secondary (Angus Williams), the Citizenship Awards (Allora Vinecombe, Micheline Izzard and Isabelle Archibald for Infants, Primary and Secondary), and the announcement of the new school captains (Senior: Beverley Clarke, Sara O’Connor and Primary: Tess Henley and Ella McRae).
ACADEMIC: Caitlin Rossiter (Y1), Zoe McRae (Y2), Noah Bryant (Y3), Hugh Williams (Y4), Ella McRae (Y5), Matilda Langham and Ruby Henley (Y6), Josh Roscarel and Angus Williams (Y7), Seth McCubbin and Jared Robb (Y8), Isabelle Archibald (Y9), Vanessa Robb (Y10), Beverley Clarke (Y11).

EFFORT: Hannah Wilson (Y1) Ethan Robb and Patrick Whiley (Y2), Harry Roscarel (Y3), Ella Payne (Y4), Abby Wason (Y5), Prue West, Kadee Gerhard-Scali and William Batty (Y6), Angus Williams (Y7), Jack Wason (Y8), Isabelle Archibald and Margaret Izzard (Y9), Vanessa Robb (Y10) and Beverley Clarke (Y11).

IMPROVEMENT: Lara Bryant (Y1), Mitchell Collins (Y2), Reuben West (Y3), Ashton Ross and Darcy Langham (Y4), Jack Crofts (Y5), Molly Bryant (Y6), Josh Roscarel (Y7), Colby Crofts (Y8), Margaret Izzard (Y9), Emily Bussenshutt (Y10) and Bridie McCubbin (Y12).
PRIMARY CAPA:
Adelaide Langham (K/1), Darcy Langham (Year 2/3/4) and Kadee Gerhard-Scali (Year 5/6)

MERLE INGRAM AWARD:
Tyler Crofts (K), Lachlan Ward (Y1), Alfred McCubbin (Y2), Reuben West (Y3), Audrey Hukins (Y4), Tess Henley (Y5) and Ryan Crofts (Y6)

EDWARD QUARMAN AWARD:
Lila Henley (K), Madison Vinecombe (Y1), Zoe McRae (Y2), Noah Bryant (Y3), Hayley Wallace (Y4), Tylecia Stear (Y5) and Madi Cassidy (Y6).

REVEREND DOROTHY MURRELLS TROPHY:
Noah Bryant

FACULTY AWARDS:
Vanessa Robb (Mathematics), Jack Wason (English and HSIE), Jared Robb (Science and CAPA), Daniel Potter (TAS), Damian Batty (PDHPE) and Seth McCubbin (LOTE).

SRC:
Noah Bryant and Reuben West (Y3), Hayley Wallace and Ashton Ross (Y3), Ella McRae and Jack Crofts (Y5), Ruby Henley and Matilda Langham (Y6), Josh Roscarel and Angus Williams (Y7), Jared Robb and Kai Davies (Y8), Margaret Izzard and Chloe Brewer (Y9), Matthew Murrells and Emily Bussenschutt (Y10), Beverley Clarke and Breanna Roser (Y11) Chloe Cattle, Bridie McCubbin and Kayla Bennett (Y12).

SPORTSMANSHIP:
Mitchell Collins (Infants), Tess Henley (Primary) and Shaun Hoskinson (Secondary).

CITIZENSHIP
Allora Vinecombe (Infants), Micheline Izzard (Primary) and Isabelle Archibald (Secondary)

SPORTSPERSON for 2015
Ruby Henley and Tom Roscarel (Primary), Angus Williams (Secondary).

SWIMMING, CROSS COUNTRY AND ATHLETICS AGE CHAMPIONS medallions (already listed in Student News)

REPRESENTATION AT SPORTING REGIONAL EVENTS;
Deakin Ross – Swimming
Lewis Henley – Cross Country
Noah Bryant – Swimming and Cross Country
Harry Roscarel – Cross Country and Athletics
Hayley Wallace – Cross Country
Ashton Ross – Swimming, Cross Country and Athletics
Tess Henley - Swimming, Cross Country and Athletics
Ella McRae – Swimming, Cross Country and Athletics
Georgia Wilson – Cross Country and Athletics
Jack Crofts – Cross Country and Athletics
Molly Bryant – Swimming, Cross Country and Athletics
Kadee Gerhard-Scali – Swimming
Ruby Henley – Cross Country and Athletics
Tom Roscarel – Athletics
Matilda Langham – Athletics
Ryan Crofts – Athletics
Angus Williams – Swimming and Cross Country
Daniel Potter – Cross Country
Colby Crofts - Athletics

SPECIAL AWARDS
Mason Effort and Achievement in Music Award: Seth McCubbin and Angus Williams

LAP 1st in Subject:
Beverley Clarke Biology
Beverley Clarke CAFS
Beverley Clarke Standard English

Rueben F Scarf: (For a commitment for consistent effort and desire to improve):
Beverley Clarke

Caltex Award: (Participation and excellence in Academic, Leadership, Sporting and Community Service Activities): Ruby Henley

Defence Force Long Tan Awards
Year 10: David Clark
Year 12: Bridie McCubbin

Jan Van Egmond Award: Bridie McCubbin

Best HSC: (from 2014): Louise Hunter

Dux Year 12: Bridie McCubbin

School Education Directors Award: Ruby Henley (below)
ABOVE: The Primary Sportsmanship went to Tess Henley, Infants to Allora Vinecombe, and Secondary to Shaun Hoskinson (not in photo).